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ABSTRACT

Turbulent dynamos that exponentially amplify initially small, seed magnetic fields are crucial in magnetizing the Galaxy and beyond. Until
now, the ideal environment for turbulent dynamos to grow has been difficult to recreate. In a new approach, we leverage the long pulse
capability of the OMEGA-EP laser to recreate the highly conductive and inviscid (Rem � 5500; Prm � 1) growth environment of the turbu-
lent dynamo within the magnetized plasma jet ablated from a simple cone target of CH plastic. In 3-D FLASH simulations of our scheme, we
find that the ideal dynamo environment is a typically �1mm3, � 1:5 keV hot spot where the laser beams intersect to produce maximum
direct heating of the jet plasma. The dynamo environment is maintained from the onset of steady flows through the �10 ns length of the
laser pulse. For a plasma vorticity of 0.3–3.0 ns–1 and a dynamo active over �5 ns, the magnetic energy increases on an exponential trajectory
by more than a decade. Fourier analysis reveals that the dynamo progressively saturates up to EB=EK � 20% from small scales k� 30 cm�1

to large in the time it is sustained. We find robust agreement between the evolution of magnetic energy spectra extracted from the FLASH
physics simulation and that derived from synthetic sheath-accelerated proton deflectometry images, thereby demonstrating that the dynamo
activity can be quantified in a real experiment.

VC 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5081062

I. INTRODUCTION

The turbulent dynamo (TMD), powered by the incoherent
motion of turbulent plasma,1–3 is a keystone of the Galactic ecosystem.
It exponentially amplifies weak seed magnetic fields arising from
intrinsic battery processes, e.g., in supernovae, into the much stronger
magnetic fields that are actually observed in the interstellar medium
(ISM).4,5

Supernovae also seed the ISM with the turbulence energy that
drives the TMD.6,7 In turn, the interstellar turbulence and TMD-
amplified magnetic fields profoundly affect the stellar population syn-
thesis, whose influence on the future production of supernovae acts on
the interstellar TMD as a feedback control.8,9 Hence, properly under-
standing the TMD mechanics, in the ISM and elsewhere it is active, is
crucial to accurately predicting the structural, chemical, and energetic
evolution of the Galaxy.

In recent years, computational techniques have advanced to allow
large-scale, high resolution, magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) models
of supernovae-driven interstellar turbulence to proliferate.10–12 These
computational models have enabled key discoveries on the relation-
ships between the trajectory and saturation of the TMD and the distri-
bution and dissipation of turbulence and magnetic energy, thereby
improving our understanding of the TMD in a wide range of idealized
scenarios.13–16

In contrast, laboratory models of the TMD have been limited in
scope due to the difficulty of experimentally recreating the astrophysi-
cal conditions where the TMD can exist. Nevertheless, traditional liq-
uid sodium platforms have demonstrated, albeit inconclusively, the
TMD activity in the resistive dissipation-dominated regimes that are
analogous to solar or planetary environments.17,18 Recent experiments
using high power lasers have further extended the reach of the
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laboratory TMD to the high energy density (HED) regime.19,20

Despite these advances in experimental techniques, no laboratory
experiment has attempted to reproduce the TMD in the viscous
dissipation-dominated regime that describes the ISM.

In this article, we introduce a new experimental platform to rec-
reate the viscous dissipation-dominated TMD (VTMD) using the
OMEGA-EP laser in Sec. II. We show in Sec. III that the results of
numerical simulations of our experimental platform not only validate
our scheme but also suggest further-reaching impacts that we will dis-
cuss in Sec. IV. We summarize our findings in Sec. V with a view
towards further optimizing and generalizing our OMEGA-EP experi-
mental platform.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
A. Creating the turbulent dynamo

We design the experimental platform shown in Fig. 1 to recreate
the VTMD in the laboratory by taking advantage of the unique capa-
bilities of the OMEGA-EP laser.21,22 For plasma driving, the OMEGA-
EP laser features four long-pulse (LP) UV beamlines that can deliver
�5 kJ to a 0.100–5.000mm-diameter spot on the target in a 1–10ns
pulse. In fact, we use the OMEGA-EP’s LP beams for dual purposes:
first to drive a magnetized, turbulent plasma from a hollow target cone
of the lightweight material, e.g., CH, and then to sustain the conditions
necessary for the VTMD to grow.

Our first purpose for the LP beams is met at early times t1 when
they turn on to strike the interior surface of the target cone. Plasma is
ablated from the laser spots and is initially magnetized by the
Biermann battery mechanism.23,24 The ablated, magnetized plasmas
converge towards the axis of the cone where they collide to form a tur-
bulent, magnetized jet directed through the cone opening.

Our second purpose for the LP beams is met at later times t2 after
the turbulent, magnetized plasma jet has pulled into itself enough

material to intercept a significant amount of the LP beam energy
before the latter can reach the remnants of the target cone. A hot spot
forms in the jet where the laser energy deposition is most intense. In
our scheme where multiple LP beams are used as heaters, the hot spot
forms where the LP beams intersect each other and the jet.

At the hot spot, the plasma temperature can be sustained by the
laser energy deposition over the remaining duration of the pulse such
that the resistivity, g / T�3=2e , of the collisional (xp;e=xc;e � 100)
plasma is maintained at a lower level than the viscosity, � / T�5=2i ,
thereby defining the VTMD criterion. In terms of the dimensionless
Reynolds numbers Re and Rem, the VTMD criterion can be expressed
with the magnetic Prandtl number Prm� 1, for Prm :¼ Rem/Re.

The key to achieving this condition is that ions and electrons
heat at different speeds. The laser heating first and quickly acts on the
plasma electrons through inverse bremsstrahlung. The ions, on the
other hand, are heated by the lasers only indirectly and through far
slower electron-ion collisions.25,26

B. Observing the turbulent dynamo

The direct sign of the VTMD is the exponentially fast increase in
magnetic energy in the plasma where it is active. To measure the mag-
netic energy evolution in our experimental plasma, we leverage the
OMEGA-EP’s two high-intensity, short-pulse (SP) IR beamlines to
drive target-normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) of a deflectometry
imaging proton beam from a hydrogenated planar backlighter.27,28

When the beamed protons pass through the turbulent, magne-
tized plasma jet wherein the VTMD can exist, their trajectories are
imprinted with the configuration and strength of the intervening mag-
netic field. From the deflectometry image formed by all imprinted pro-
tons on the far side of the intervening magnetized plasma, we can
infer the magnetic energy content and distribution contained in the
latter.29,30

FIG. 1. Left of “screen”: the scheme involves the LP beams for a dual purpose—first (t1) to produce a magnetized jet from ablated cone plasma and then (t2) to directly heat
the jet producing a viscous dissipation-dominated hot spot. The TMD activity is assessed from SP beam-accelerated proton deflectometry imaging of the magnetic fields. Right
of “screen”: VisRad drawings show the beams and targets in realizable configurations on the OMEGA-EP with a shielded proton backlighter in the foreground.
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Because the flight time of the TNSA protons is much shorter
than the plasma physics timescales, the deflectometry image they
form is a snapshot from the time they are driven. To observe the
amplification of magnetic energy by the VTMD, the firing time of
the proton-accelerating SP beams can be varied in delay against the
plasma-driving LP beams to capture the magnetic energy at different
phases of the plasma evolution.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
A. Initial conditions

We validate our experimental platform by performing 3-D
numerical simulations of our designs using the Eulerian MHD code
FLASH.31 The initial conditions in FLASH are set up to match one-to-
one with realizable OMEGA-EP experimental configurations follow-
ing our scheme.

We begin setting up our initial conditions by building the domain
around the main target—a 0.300mm-thick hollow cone of 1 g/cc CH
with an interior space of 2mm-diameter and 2.74mm-height filled
with a pseudovacuum of 10–5 g/cc He �500Torr. The vacuum region
extends from the cone’s opening opposite its apex a farther 4.5mm.
The cone is backed on its exterior to a 8.94 g/cc Cu block sized and
hollowed out to flush with its opening, thereby filling out the remain-
der of the (2.5mm)2 � 7.5mm domain. The equations of state (EOS)
and opacity of both the CH cone and He pseudovacuum are obtained
from the atomic database IONMIX,32 while those of the Cu block are
obtained from the atomic database PrOpacEOS.33

We introduce into our FLASH domain two or three 0.5 TW UV
laser beams in simultaneous 10ns-duration square pulses using native
laser energy deposition methods. The pointings of the simulated laser
beams with respect to the target cone follow actual OMEGA-EP con-
straints as modeled in the HED experimental design tool VisRad.34

Effectively, we nest our simulation domain in a simulated evacuated

OMEGA-EP target chamber. Each wall of the domain is opened to the
surrounding vacuum to allow free escape of matter and energy.

For the two-beam configuration, we model EP beams #3 and #4
from ports #63 and #38 with spots shaped using SG8-750 and
SG10-400 dispersive phase plates (DPPs). These beams intersect the
cone axis at the target chamber center (TCC) �0.800mm outside the
cone’s opening. The simulated cone axis is fixed towards þ90� decli-
nation to accommodate the proton deflectometry imaging beamline
that also goes through the TCC in an orthogonal direction.

For the three-beam configuration, we model EP beams #2, #3,
and #4 from ports #64, #63, and #38 with spots shaped using the
SG8-750 DPP. These beams intersect the cone axis at the TCC
�0.600mm outside the cone opening. To accommodate the additional
LP beam, the cone is rotated around the TCC by no more than 10�

fromþ90� declination.
In addition to native FLASH methods, our simulation required

the use of a Biermann battery module courtesy of Prof. P. Tzeferacos
of the University of Chicago FLASH Center. We implemented the
Biermann battery as a modification to the electric field flux~E , thereby
minimizing its contribution to the numericalr �~B.

B. Early times—t1

We show the early time (t1 2 ½0; 5� ns) formation of the turbu-
lent, magnetized plasma jet from converging laser ablation bubbles in
the simulated three beam-driven experiment in Fig. 2. In this
sequence, we plot the distribution of the plasma density, with the over-
laid magnetic field in a representative slice of the 3-D domain across a
diametric plane of the cone.

As time advances through 1.4 ns (from left to right), laser abla-
tion bubbles that are initially magnetized by the Biermann battery are
emitted from the interior surface of the cone towards its axis (x¼ 0).
They collide, and the resulting plasma is a turbulent, magnetized jet

FIG. 2. Early-time (t1 	 5 ns) coronal slices map the plasma density and magnetic field in a simulated three-beam experiment in which a turbulent, magnetized jet develops
from laser ablation bubbles that converge on the axis (x¼ 0) of the target cone. The ablation bubbles are weakly magnetized by the Biermann battery mechanism at onset,
but the magnetic field rapidly strengthens when the bubbles collide.
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wherein the magnetic field has become amplified—primarily by com-
pression within the cone (y< 0). By 5 ns, the fully developed jet has
overtaken the TCC (x¼ 0, y¼ 0.600mm) through which the LP
beams are aimed and where the hot spot for VTMD activity should
form.

C. Later times—t2

Wemap in Fig. 3 the VTMD conditional variable Prm (x< 0), Te
(x> 0), and the laser deposition profile at later times in the plasma
evolution (t2 2 ½5; 10Þ ns) at the onset of the hot spot and towards the
end of the laser pulse. We plot these quantities in a representative
(half-) slice of the 3-D domain across a diametric plane of the cone.

For either two- or three-beam configurations, the hot spot is sus-
tained over the 5 ns remainder of the laser pulse with a nearly one-to-
one correspondence between the highest Te � 1:0 keV, Prm � 1, and
the most intense region of laser deposition where the LP beams inter-
sect one another and the jet axis (x¼ 0, y ¼ yTCC). That there is little
change in the hot spot appearance between onset and laser cutoff times
owes to the large-scale steadiness of the underlying plasma outflow
from the cone. Where the difference occurs between the two- and
three-beam configurations is the size and shape of the hot spot itself.

For the two-beam configuration, one beam has a tighter spot at
the TCC of 
0.400mm-diameter achieved with the SG10-400 DPP,
and the other beam has a spot 
0.750mm achieved with the SG8-750
DPP. The hot spot, i.e., where the VTMD criterion is met with
Prm � 1, is achieved only at the intersection of the much more intense
tight beam with the wide beam. For the three-beam configuration,
despite all three beams being wide, the extra available power from the

third beam allows the VTMD criterion to be met in a much larger
volume. This contrast is reflected in the temperature profile of the hot
spot. For the two-beam configuration, Te can be sustained up to
�1 keV across a tight region. For the three-beam configuration, Te can
be sustained up to�1.5 keV across a much wider region.

Prm / �=g as shown in Fig. 3 is in fact a partly derived quantity:
the resistivity factor g is self-consistently obtained from the MHD sim-
ulation physics, while the viscosity factor � is computed from more
primitive quantities only during post-processing.

Real physical viscosity is computationally expensive to simulate.
Hence, viscosity in FLASH is implemented using an artificial term that
can be tuned to balance accuracy and cost. Although HED experiment
simulations using artificial viscosity tend to underestimate diffusion
across shocks, e.g., in inertial confinement fusion schemes,35 our
experiment involves rather more inviscid flows at scales we can still
accurately model at reasonable cost.

IV. DISCUSSION
A. Environment of the turbulent dynamo

The Prm � 1 criterion is crucial for the VTMD activity. However,
the VTMD also requires seed magnetic fields and turbulence energy.
We show in Fig. 4 the contour maps of the vorticity x—identifying
the turbulence eddies—constrained to the hot spot regions. The hot
spot-constrained vorticity contours are overlaid on a map of the mag-
netic field. Where all three ingredients—Prm � 1, turbulence (kinetic)
energy, and magnetic field seeds—for the VTMD overlap, we identify
likely regions where the VTMD is active.

FIG. 3. Later-time (t2 > 5 ns) coronal slices map the strongly correlated plasma magnetic Prandtl number (x< 0 halves), electron temperature (x> 0 halves), and laser
energy deposition profiles for both two- and three-beam configurations both at the onset (t2 ! 5 ns) of the hot spot and through 0.3 ns before the end of the laser pulse
(t2 ! 9:7 ns).
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For the two-beam configuration, the hot spot is insubstantial.
The regions where the VTMD can exist are likewise confined.
Sampling the vorticity and magnetic field over the hot spot returns a
single, barely-coherent structure with x � 0:5 ns�1 that only arises by
9 ns. With x � 0:5 ns�1 in this region, the dynamo timescale is�2ns.
This implies that the lasers cut off only halfway into a turn of the tur-
bulence eddy, thereby prematurely shutting down any weak, ongoing
VTMD activity.

For the three-beam configuration, the much larger hot spot
allows a much wider sampling of the colocated turbulence and mag-
netic field structures where the VTMD can be active. At 7 ns, there
already exist in the hot spot significant magnetic field and correlated
turbulence eddies with turnover times �1 ns. By 9ns, the turbulence
and magnetic field mutually reinforce by the VTMD mechanism, pro-
ducing turbulence eddies withx� 3ns–1 and magnetic filaments with
strength approaching 100T.

B. Trajectory of the turbulent dynamo

We look in Fig. 5 for the sign of the VTMD in the trajectories of
the thermal (Eth), turbulence kinetic (EK), and magnetic (EB) energies.
These trajectories show the sum of each type of energy tallied over
time from 1mm3 boxes we marked over the hot spot in Fig. 4. The hot
spot is sampled with two adjacent tally boxes #1 and #2 that are
aligned to the flow direction (þy) of the jet. Hence, the contrast
between the #1 and #2 trajectories shows how the energies evolve in
the flow first entering the hot spot (#1) and then having gone through
the VTMD (#2).

The two- and three-beam trajectories share some common ground.
For example, the passage through the tally boxes of the contact disconti-
nuity (CD) between the jet plasma and the pseudovacuum occurs �2
and �3ns for #1 and #2 boxes. The bump in magnetic and turbulence
kinetic energies immediately following the passage of the CD occurs due
to the compression of the supersonic jet plasma against the pseudovac-
uum into a pseudoshock. Both pseudovacuum and pseudoshock are
only artefacts of the Eulerian scheme. For thermal energy, the pseudosh-
ock appears in the pseudovacuum upstream of the CD rather than
behind. Following the passage of the pseudoshock, the trajectories begin
to diverge in behavior between beam configurations and energy types.

For the two-beam configuration, the jet appears unsteady at the
scale of the 1mm3 tally boxes. The energy trajectories all fluctuate at a
level, and the fluctuations for each tally box are conformal across
energy types. These fluctuations have a period of �3ns and ampli-
tudes of up to a factor of a few for turbulence kinetic and magnetic
energies, thereby drowning out the true signal of the VTMD. In fact,
the wild fluctuations in the flow are a consequence of the asymmetry
of the LP beam spots formed by using different DPPs.

For a two-beam configuration, one tight beam is required to pro-
duce a Prm � 1 region of any size. With mirrored beams, however, the
turbulence (kinetic) energy seeded into the plasma on jet formation is
reduced due to the stronger symmetry of the flow. Furthermore, using
two tight beams does not correct the deficit of total energy deposited
into the jet—that is the unpardonable sin of two-beam configura-
tions—the hot spot where Prm � 1 must either be confined to a very
small region, making it less effective in sustaining the VTMD or it fails
to appear altogether.

FIG. 4. Later-time (t2 > 7 ns) coronal slices map the hot spot-constrained (Prm � 1) vorticity x profiles and the magnetic field. The regions where the strong hot spot-
constrained vorticity overlaps strong magnetic fields are suggestive of the ongoing VTMD activity. The VTMD energy trajectories of Fig. 5 we discuss in Sec. IV B are obtained
by sampling the 1 mm3 tally boxes overlying the hot spot.
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For the three-beam configuration, the jet becomes steady with
fluxes of turbulence kinetic and thermal energy flattening out after the
passage of the pseudoshock. In this steady jet, the VTMD emerges in
the magnetic energy trajectory. Starting just before 5 ns with the onset
of the hot spot, the magnetic energy in #1 and #2 begins to climb at
nearly constant exponential speed. By the laser cutoff time at 10 ns, the
final magnetic energies in boxes #1 and #2 have been amplified from
their onset values by factors of 3 and 30 (�3000% increase) by VTMD
and by amounts that are negligible (�1%) in contrast by both
Poynting fluxes and the Biermann battery.

C. Activation of the turbulent dynamo

Where the VTMD is active, it is preceded by an activation condi-
tion, the critical Rem,c that depends on the hardness of the turbulence

kinetic energy spectrum. We show in Fig. 6 the evolution over the
10ns-duration of the UV laser pulse and the turbulence kinetic and
magnetic energy spectra EK,B(k) for our three-beam configuration with
which we were able to activate (and sustain) the VTMD.

By the onset of identifiable VTMD activity at 5ns, the turbulence
kinetic energy spectra have already settled to a steady state with spectral
index c ��2 over k 2 ½10 256� cm�1, for EðkÞ / kc. The appearance
of energy in regions k< 10 cm�1 and k> 256 cm�1 is only an artefact
of binning the Cartesian 3-D spectra into spherical shells. That the
Burgers-like spectra span kresolved from end to end is indicative of the
origin of the turbulence in supersonic driving at a high Mach number
M on scales larger than the tally boxes, i.e., the driving scale is
imprinted from the target cone geometry with L� 2 mm (k� 5 cm�1).

In this hard and supersonic turbulence, analytic estimates of Rem;c
are imprecise and predict a range from a few tens to tens of 103 s.14,16,36

FIG. 5. The thermal, turbulence kinetic, and magnetic energy trajectories are compared between simulations on two-beam and three-beam experimental configurations. For
each beam configuration, energy trajectories from each tally box identified in Fig. 4 are distinguished to show the evolution of the VTMD across the hot spot. For the 3-beam
configuration, the sign of the VTMD is strongly apparent in the exponential, nearly twenty-fold amplification of the magnetic energy in tally box #2 during t2 2 ½5; 10Þ ns.

FIG. 6. The turbulence kinetic and magnetic energy spectra for resolved 10 	 k 	 256 cm�1 are plotted sequentially for each tally box. The turbulence kinetic energy spectra con-
verge by the onset of quasi-steady flow near 5 ns just as seen in Fig. 5. The magnetic energy freezes for k> 40 cm�1 by � 5 ns for tally box #1 and for k> 25 cm�1 by � 8 ns for
tally box #2 when the VTMD saturates on smaller scales. The minimum k where the VTMD is saturated continues to visibly advance towards lower k through the remaining time.
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3-D MHDmodels of the ISM turbulence with similar c and Prm give
Rem;c � 100. This is well within the analytic range, but the latter is
so wide that the agreement is trivial.15

Obviously, the analytic estimates are not particularly predictive—
they likely fail to represent sensitivities to the initial conditions that are
only defined in full numerical simulations of specific scenarios. For the
same reason, it is difficult to compare between numerical simulations
of different TMD scenarios. In this light, our own numerical simula-
tions are an estimate of Rem,c in the special case of our OMEGA-EP
experiment. Where we are able to activate the VTMD in the hot spot,
Rem;c � 5500.

D. Growth of the turbulent dynamo

The growth rate C of the TMD, for EB / eCt , also depends on
Prm and c. Defining a normalized growth rate �C :¼ ðL=VÞC for the
driving scale L and velocity V of the driving turbulence eddies, we
naively obtain for our three-beam VTMD �C � 1:8, given a factor
�30� increase in EB over 5 ns, with L� 2 mm and V � 300 km � s�1.
However, the driving scale of the turbulence is larger than that of the
hot spot where the VTMD can be active. If we limit the size of eddies
to those that fit in the hot spot, then �C � 2:1 with L � 1 mm and
V � 150.

Our growth rates are much faster than those from the earlier
HED TMD experiment of Tzeferacos et al.19,20 where �C � 0:4, given a
factor �200� increase in EB over 6 ns, with Prm � 0:1; c � �5=3;
L � 0:300 mm, and V � 300 km � s�1. They are also much faster
than the highly compressible, supersonic (M ¼ 11) ISM model of
Federrath et al.,15 where �C � 0:45 with similar TMD parameters to
ours—Prm¼2, Re¼ 1600 (Rem ¼ 3200), and c � �2.

These incongruities are also apparent in comparison to analytic
estimates, e.g., by Schober et al.16 and Bovino et al.14 Between a
Kolmogorov turbulence of c ¼ �5=3 and our own Burgers-like turbu-
lence, these estimates predict a difference factor of �200� (faster
growth for c ¼ �5=3) versus �0:2� we observe. Worryingly, the
trend itself appears to be in the wrong direction altogether!

More likely, our significantly accelerated growth rate in contrast
to those from other works arises from the fact that if we consider only
the turbulence that fits inside the hot spot, then M � 0:5—we are in
fact working with an incompressible plasma with the c � �2 spec-
trum sustained externally. Combining an incompressible plasma with
Prm over unity, it is not so surprising that our growth rates can be
much faster despite unfavorable (hard) driving conditions. As with the
estimates of Rem;c, we should again consider that the sensitivity of the
TMD to specificity of the scenario makes it difficult to compare
directly between analytic or numerical estimates of different scenarios.

E. Saturation of the turbulent dynamo

Returning to our discussion on the spectral evolution of the
VTMD, we consider its saturation indicated by increasing overlap and
stagnation of EBðkÞ in time. This occurs in tally box #1 for large
k> 40 cm�1 by �5ns and in tally box #2 for large k> 25 cm�1 by
�7.5 ns. The saturation levels for a given k for each tally are a few % to
�20%. This result is significantly higher than the 3% estimated in the
closest ISM model of Federrath et al.15 and again more comparable to
those reached in more incompressible plasma.

The advance of the minimum k where the VTMD is saturated for
each tally has significance. From the onset of small scale (large k) satura-
tion through the remaining lifetime of the VTMD, the magnetic energy
is gained only on increasingly larger scales (smaller k) as the VTMD
progressively saturates. However, it is on the largest scales where most
of the energy is gained at any time. Hence, the effect of large-k satura-
tion is not obvious in the energy trajectories shown in Fig. 5.

That there is energy to be gained on the largest absolute scales at
any time in the VTMD’s evolution is a consequence of the prepopula-
tion of the magnetic field distribution with such large scale structures
at the onset of the VTMD. Unlike TMDs that must grow bottom-up
from microscopic scales, e.g., from galactic nuclei as studied by Xu
et al.,37 our experimental VTMD is initiated with macroscopic
Biermann battery magnetic fields of a similar scale to OMEGA-EP’s
LP laser beam spots.

F. Coherent control of the turbulent dynamo

Our next exercise in designing our VTMD experiment demon-
strates the coherent control of the VTMD by adjusting the laser pulse
timing. We show the results of this three-beam exercise in Fig. 7 in the
magnetic energy trajectories between three sets of tallies. Two tallies
are repeated from Fig. 4, and a third tally is introduced as an initially
1mm-diameter, 1mm-height comoving volume centered 0.170mm
above the cone opening (outline shown over the magnetic field at 7
and 9ns). Each tally trajectory splits at 7 ns to a nominal (full) path
where the laser is sustained through 10ns and a cut path where it pre-
maturely turns off at 7 ns, thereby terminating the VTMD with the
removal of the hot spot that sustains its activity.

When the lasers cut off at 7 ns, the energy trajectories immedi-
ately fall from the nominal paths for each tally. At 10 ns, the magnetic
energy deficit of the cut trajectories exceeds 30% of the nominal value.
Here, we find an alternative method to observe the VTMD in action:
in Sec. II B, we proposed that we can observe the VTMD from the evo-
lution of magnetic energy in time—we can instead change the lifetime
of the VTMD and infer the activity of the latter from the final state of
the magnetic energy.

The key to the coherent control of the VTMD leading to observ-
ably diverging magnetic energy trajectories involves once again the
plasma electrons. In this case, the electrons’ high thermal conductivity
confines the hot spot to the volume in the immediate path of the laser
beams where conductive heat losses can be immediately replaced.
However, taking away the heat source by cutting off the laser beams
elicits the same rapid response from the electrons—the hot spot imme-
diately dissipates! With the hot spot disappeared, the VTMD becomes
unsustainable as both irresistivity and incompressibility of the plasma
are no longer supported, and magnetic energy stops being amplified.

G. Synthetic proton deflectometry

Finally, we performed forward modeling of our primary TNSA
proton deflectometry diagnostic to produce the hot spot/VTMD-onset
time sequences of synthetic images and spectra (EB;IMAGE) we show
in Fig. 8.

To synthesize the images, we used the FLASH ProtonImaging
module to launch at the chosen times a large number of simulated
TNSA protons as Lagrangian tracers through the magnetic field
within tally box #2 (where the VTMD can best be observed) as defined
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in Fig. 4. Referring to the scheme of Fig. 1, the simulated protons origi-
nate in a point source located 1 cm off the cone axis uprange along
the SP beamline from the (1mm)3 tally box. The protons form into a
10�-opening beam that passes through the tally box containing the
deflective magnetic fields and ultimately strike a plane detector 27 cm
farther downrange.

The detector resolution sets the pixel size equivalent to 10 lm
at the object plane. The images, then, show the pixel-binned spatial
flux distribution of the protons over the detector cropped to the
projected size of the (1mm)3 tally box and normalized to the aver-
age flux density. Crucially, these images are formed using only the

highest effective energy, 40MeV component of the TNSA proton
beam, thereby keeping the deflection of beam protons generally
within the small-angle, linear limit most amenable to analysis as
demonstrated by Bott et al.30

Stepping through the image sequence in time, we find that the
flux density indeed remains generally close to the normal value, while
unresolvable caustics occupy by far a minority of the space.
Furthermore, as time advances, the VTMD activity is observable as the
magnetic filaments we previously identified in Fig. 4 gradually
strengthen and increase the degree of proton deflection. At the onset
of the VTMD �5ns, the filaments appear only as weak ripples. By

FIG. 7. The magnetic energy trajectories from 7 ns are compared between early (7 ns, “cut”) and nominal (10 ns, “full”) laser cutoffs for the three-beam configuration. The
energy sums—from tally boxes defined in Fig. 4 and from an initially 1 mm-diameter, 1 mm-height cylindrical comoving volume (“lag,” green outline)—are plotted over time. On
cutoff, the trajectories immediately diverge, and the final energies differ by up to 30% between early and nominal cutoff scenarios.

FIG. 8. Time sequence of synthetic proton deflectometry images shows the effects of increasing magnetic energy from the continuous VTMD activity in the sharpening relief of
the projected magnetic filaments. The extracted magnetic energy spectra EB;IMAGE quantify the VTMD evolution, in excellent agreement with the physics simulation, EB;MHD.
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� 7 ns, the ripples have steepened into sharp relief. However, the
images alone help us little to quantify the VTMD, and they should
vary immensely from shot-to-shot only from the stochasticity of
MHD turbulence.

To properly quantify the VTMD activity using proton deflectom-
etry, we adapt the procedure of Graziani et al.29 to extract the magnetic
energy spectra from the synthetic proton deflectometry images.
Overplotting these results in EB;IMAGE against the sequence of EB;MHD

spectra directly extracted from the MHD simulation shows excellent
agreement over kresolved, thereby demonstrating at-a-glance appropri-
ateness of our methods.

Crucially, by extracting the spectra, we reduce the patterns in the
images themselves to a form that is agnostic to turbulent stochasticity.
As long as the spatial periodicity of image features is comparable, i.e.,
the TMD environments evolve similarly between shots, the extracted
magnetic energy spectra should be robust against shot-to-shot varia-
tions between images taken at the same time from initiation. Likewise,
a time sequence of spectra from a set of shots should reliably reveal in
common a unified trajectory of the VTMD.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we introduced a new experimental platform to
recreate the VTMD on the OMEGA-EP laser. We showed that as
long as the VTMD can exist, then its activity can be observed from
its exponential amplification of the magnetic energy by some 30�
in the steady flow lasting �5 ns. The normalized growth rate of
this VTMD is �C � 2:1, and it progressively saturates from small
(k� 30 cm�1) to larger scales with a few % to �20 % in the time it
is observable. Either of these results extrapolates the trends in Prm
and c established by recent HED TMD experiments and by numer-
ical ISM models.

Additionally, we conducted analyses to probe the sensitivity of
the VTMD activity to the free parameters of our experiment. The
most important free parameter affecting the VTMD is the state of the
LP laser beams used in a novel role, sustaining a hot spot in the fully
developed plasma jet that emerges from the main target cone. In fact,
the laser-supported hot spot is the only region in the experimental
plasma where the Prm � 1 criterion can be met to sustain the VTMD
activity.

The lasers are able to keep the VTMD criterion where they form
the hot spot by their fast, preferential heating of plasma electrons,
thereby enhancing the plasma electric conductivity over its viscosity.
Conversely, when the laser heating is removed from the plasma, the
fast conductive cooling of the plasma electrons dissipates the hot spot
just as quickly. The fast and predictive on-off response of the VTMD
criterion to the laser state demonstrates coherent control.

Finally, we performed predictive modeling of our primary diag-
nostic, TNSA proton deflectometry. Our synthetic magnetic energy
spectra agreed excellently with those from our physics simulations
throughout the evolution of the VTMD, thereby demonstrating that
TNSA proton deflectometry imaging combined with the Fourier anal-
ysis to extract energy spectra is a robust method to quantify the
VTMD activity.

Armed with a more thorough understanding of our experimental
platform, we are better positioned to further optimize our design to
enhance the visibility of the VTMD or even to extend our scheme to
solve real problems in astrophysics.
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